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MILLER ET AL., PAGE 197
Protein-domain-centric analysis of cancer mutations across tumor types en-
hances the detection and functional interpretation of mutation hotspots.
Editor’s note: Protein domains have been used previously to interpret muta-
tions found in a few cancer types, but this work addresses issues related to
scaling to 5,496 samples from 22 different tumor types, including how to ac-
count for local mutation background effects. The resulting queryable resource
http://www.mutationaligner.org will be updated as new tumor sequencing
data are publicly released, and it complements the results from gene-centric ap-
proaches for understanding alternative pathways in oncogenic signaling.
Population Editing Tools
ANDO ET AL., PAGE 187
An approach for manipulating phage genomes facilitates the rapid engineering
of phage specificity for editing populations of bacteria.Editor’s note: This strategy for engineering of bacteriophages should substantially accelerate the research of phage struc-
ture, function, and evolution, as well as biomedical applications of phages.Ultra-Deep Cancer Genomics
GRIFFITH ET AL., PAGE 210
A single cancer genome is sequenced far beyond normal depths and analyzed with multiple methods to assess how to best
identify rare subclonal variants.
Editor’s note: An implication of this work is that standard cancer genome sequencing approaches may miss the rare muta-
tions that influence a patient’s resistance to cancer drugs. AtCell Systems,we see benchmarking efforts such as this as being
essential for systematic applications of technologies to the most challenging questions.Beyond the Michaelian Regime
SAVIR ET AL., PAGE 238
Linear rectifiers avoid the problem of saturation and expand biology’s dynamic range.
Editor’s note: Much attention has been paid to switches, network motifs that effectively collapse a response’s dynamic
range into a binary ON-OFF. However, biology often does the opposite, displaying sensitivity acrossmany orders ofmagnitude
and preserving information about the input’s concentration in its response. In our inaugural article in the Math j Bio format,
Savir et al. demonstrate how an enzyme can behave like a linear rectifier: it doesn’t saturate across its entire dynamic range,
yet is thresholded at low input.Aging from the Inside Out
ZHANG ET AL., PAGE 180
This Perspective organizes the phenomena that constitute aging into four layers, each at a different biological scale. Using this
framework, the authors illustrate the challenge of assigning cause versus consequence, argue that aging is not a develop-
mental program, and suggest targeted strategies for preventing age-related
diseases.Young versus Old, Brain versus Liver
ORI ET AL., PAGE 224
Making many deep measurements on individual samples reveals how the pro-
teome changes with an organism’s age; observed changes match the organ’s
function and cellular age.
Editor’s note: The power of a classic technique, subcellular fractionation, is
revealed anew when a thoughtful experimental design is combined with state-
of-the-art -omics. Using this approach, Ori et al. make headway with a hard
problem: although the age-associated phenotypes are obvious, their molecu-
lar-level roots are not. This study increases our catalog of molecules changed
during aging.Cell Systems 1, September 23, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Inc. ix
